**DISCOVERIES**

Einstein discovered,
The theory of relativity,
He did this by,
An interesting activity!

Newton discovered,
The three laws of motion,
The discovery of them,
Made physics awesome!

Graham Bell invented,
The electric telephone,
People can contact others,
While sitting at their home.

Dr. Mak Ting treated,
People far away,
Nobody can explain,
How he did it that way.

There are still many,
Discoveries to be made,
They too,
Will never fade.

- Aditya Girdhar
  VI-E

**THE NATURE**

How beautiful kites look when they fly,
in the clear blue sky.

Those blooming flowers are so colorful,
They look so wonderful.

So cute is a polar bear,
but they are not so near.

The fish is nice,
It is sold at a good price.

Beautiful is a hare,
pink ones are very rare.

Because of trees today we are alive,
Alas! We don’t let them survive.

What is most important is ‘Nature’,
Let it be respected by every creature.

- Pakhee
  VI-D
My school gave me the confidence,
And taught me the way of defence,
It showed me the way to success,
And inculcated in me qualities,
That I possess.
It told me the secrets of happiness,
And took me out of tenderness,
It gave me a chance to be an orator,
And send me on the stage as narrator,
Opportunities to prove myself,
My school gave me.
It gave me a class full of life,
Where there's always friendship,
Sacrifice for each other and no fights,
It gave me many lovely friends,
Whose sharing and caring never end.
It has given me such teachers,
Who always try to build for me,
A bright future.
My school gave me my achievements,
And that is why I share with it,
My deep sentiments.

Tejanshi
VI-C

Life is full of ups and downs
It isn’t always as beautiful as it sounds
Because it’s not a bed of roses
And is always theirs who know this.
Life is a cycle, a challenge
And is to follow the principle
“Don’t let success go over your head and
Don’t let failure bog you down.”
Life is what makes you sometimes smile
and sometimes frown.
Life is where the triumphs of people are
short-lived and are followed by consecutive defeats,
As for world, it is his, who enjoys it
Life is what brings you success & failures,
Hopes and despair,
To spend time on something you’ve tried before
To bring out a new you and better yourself
more and more.
To learn lessons from bitter experiences
Life is working for the happiness of the world without holding any grudges
Life is to love everyone unconditionally
without any expectation.

Swathi Sharma
VIII-D
One morning, as usual we were having our breakfast when the doorbell rang. I opened the door and fainted. A seven feet tall Gorilla who was standing at the door, thundered, “Our king, lion, has ordered that all the human beings should be kept in a zoo.” I said, “But how’s that possible, how can the lions do it? Who has given, them the permission to do it?” The Gorilla laughed and said, “From now on you will have to take our permission.” And saying so, he lifted us and placed us in a big van. I found most of my friends and neighbours there. I asked one of them how could these animals talk and walk. A girl told me that they were no ordinary Gorillas but were from space and wanted that the animals should now rule the Earth. I was surprised and did not know what to say. Suddenly the van started moving. It was being driven by a huge Dog who took the van to its destination. The animals put us all in a cage just as humans do with the animals. There was no cleanliness and we were not given food regularly. At the zoo animals came to see us for their amusement.

Some of them teased us and others threw food at us but none showed sympathy. I felt very sad but could not help it. It also forced me to think and take pity on those animals that are born in the cage and die in them. I also came to know that these strange animals had destroyed all the buildings and planted trees in its place. At last I could not wait any more. I decided to talk to the zoo manager. It was a Zebra. I asked him to set us free and promised that humans would never trouble animals again. The Zebra replied, “Now have you come to know how animals feel in a zoo. Since I was also born in this cage, so I pity you and set you free.” With that my eyes opened and I found myself in my bed!

Atmika Yasvi

VI-C
The vision of my ideal school is a bit different from the one I am studying in. I feel that from the very beginning students should get the choice of selecting the subject that they want to pursue further. My ideal school is a student-friendly school where children are at ease with the teachers, not scared of them. The ideal school is more technology based, equipped with high-tech laboratories and even a special laboratory to study the space and planets. Homework should be such that doesn’t burden the child. It should be more fun packed, thrilling, exciting so that every child comes to school with a curiosity to learn and not with a sulking face. My ideal school shall thus surely bring better results and better interaction between the teachers and the students.

Sarthak
VI-F

A power which created nature, earth and universe is called God. His presence is everywhere even in the non-living things. It is only the matter of faith. God has given us plenty of things that nobody, no technology can give us. God created parents so that we don’t feel alone. He has given us lots of precious gifts. Even if we thank him throughout our lives, we would not thank him enough for his countless blessings. Our whole life will be short even if we spend it by thanking him. Whatever happens, it happens for our good but humans don’t understand it and blame God for their tough times.

God’s faith gives us strength, fearlessness and dedication. God’s love is endless. We never forget him even in our difficult times. A God fearing man never chooses a wrong way. So keep faith in God and revel in his blessings.

Jayata
VI-C
Man is born to live in a community, they have to live with others and in their relations they often seek for the company whose interests, characteristics, tastes are similar to theirs. Therefore, we can judge fairly a man by knowing his friends. “A man is known by the company he keeps”, so runs a popular saying. In fact many examples can be given to verify the above saying. Ba is a lazy student. He always neglects his studies frequenting casino, dancing halls, pubs and karaoke shops; so does his intimate friend Tu, the laziest student in his class. On the contrary, Dung, the most intelligent and industrious student in the class likes to befriend those who are keen on learning and competing him in studies. In brief, fools always avoid the company of scholars. The English saying: “Birds of the same feather flock together” justifies this truth. It is obviously true that the friendship and environment exert a great influence upon man’s mind, temperament and behaviour. Formally Menggi’s mother had to move her family to several places in order to ensure that her son might not be influenced by unpleasant surroundings.

The above statement, however, has not always got an absolute value. A man with an unyielding spirit and will cannot be easily influenced by the bad environment that he is surrounded with. Be careful not to have bad friends but always seek good ones for daily communication.

Saksham
VI-E
A teacher is above God
God gives life, but it’s the teacher
Who imparts the strength to live it.
God has made the body,
But it’s the teacher who moulds it.
God has given us feet, but it’s the teacher
Who teaches us where to place them.
God has given us hands but it’s the teacher
Who teaches us how to use them.
God has given us legs but it’s the teacher
Who teaches us to walk.
God has made the people, but it’s the teacher
Who teaches us how to identify them.
God has made the world but it’s the teacher
Who teaches us how serve it.
The teacher is the torch bearer of knowledge.

Bulbul
Sheoran
VI-H

How often we wish for another chance
To make a fresh beginning
A chance to improve our mistakes
And changing failures into success.

If doesn’t take a new day
To make a brand new start
It only takes a deep desire
To try with all our heart.

To live a little better
And to be always forgiving
And to add a little sunshine
To the world in which we’re living.

Manya
VI-A
1. Three things to respect – Old age, Religion, Law.
2. Three things to cultivate – Sympathy, Cheerfulness, Contentment.
3. Three things to govern Tongue, Temper, Action.
4. Three things to watch – World, Behaviour, Character
5. Three things to love – Honesty, Purity, Truth
6. Three things to accept – Fate, Goodness, Hard work
7. Three things to flutter – Heart, Ideal, Body
8. Three things to remember – Birth, Survival, Death
9. Three things to admire – Intellect, Beauty, Art
10. Three things to stick to – Promise, Friendship, Love
11. Three things to prevent – Idleness, Falsehood, Slang
12. Three things to avoid – Drinking, Smoking, Gambling
13. Three things not to be forgotten – Thinking, Thanking, Smiling

Nandini
VI-F
What is time?
A gift, a life span,
Given by God to man.
You may use it fruitfully,
Play with it,
Sing with it,
Dance with it,
Or just while it away.
Time is a boon given to everybody.
Time never waits for anybody.
It rolls by, it flees,
It heeds not our cries,
To stop, to turn back,
And bring back old ties.
Nor can it be pushed to future skies.
It is just here and now, in this very moment it lies,
Time is the mightiest,
It governs all.
Time is omnipresent,
It controls all.
The flowers bloom when the time comes.
Time is a great teacher,
Time is a great healer,
Teaches us patience,
Teaches us values,
Keeps alive our hopes, courage and patience.
In our journey of life,

Whether smiles or tears,
Happiness or fears;
Time will mellow,
Lessen our sorrow.
Time is a great healer,
It heals all our wounds;
Our troubled minds,
Its music soothes.
Time is a great benefactor,
The teacher, the leader,
Let us respect time,
Let us value time.
Bow down our head,
In obeisance to time.

Lepakshi Jaiswal
VIII-B

“The most efficient way to live reasonably is every morning to make a plan of one’s day and every night to examine the results obtained.”
Alexis Carrel